
What Attachment Really Is
And How to Protect it



     “Human infants start life as remarkably helpless individuals who elicit powerful protective 

responses from their caregivers. On their own, they would die. In relationships with protective, 

nurturing adults, they thrive. Supporting their development, however, requires sustained 

patience and adaptation as infants move gradually and unevenly from needing help in order to 

do anything, to doing—and even insisting on doing—many things for themselves. 

     Scientists have found it useful to capture this transition from helplessness to competence in 

terms of the child's growing regulatory capacity. What does this mean? Initially, it refers to the 

mastery of tasks that were accomplished by the mother's body or in concert with the mother's 

body when the child was in the womb, but now must be accomplished by the child's body and 

through signaling needs to responsive adults. These tasks include everything from maintaining 

a normal body temperature to orchestrating physiology and behavior to conform to the 

day-night rhythm of human existence, to learning to soothe and settle once basic needs are 

met.” -From Neurons to Neighborhoods: The Science of Early Childhood Development.



There isn’t only one primary attachment figure. 
Primary attachments are determined by culture. 



Parent regulates newborn.  (You do everything to support them.)

Infant/ Child self-regulates in the presence of safe caregiver. (8 month-old gets 
upset, comes to sit very near you and sucks their thumb.)

Child/ adult is able to sometimes self-regulate when they are alone- because they 
first learned to do so in the safe presence of others. Continues to co-regulate with 
others. 

Co-regulation can happen with physical contact- especially in early infancy- or 
later even through what Buddhists call Compassionate Witnessing. Just being with 
someone. That’s the term I use for it in the 6 C’s of Sleep Savvy later on in this 
course. 

Development of Co-regulation: 



Secure Base and Safe Haven Model



Bowlby’s Four-Phase Model for Early Attachment

1) Non-focused orienting       0-3mo
This is physical and needs-based attachment.

2) Focus on one or more figures 3-6mo
Needs to know the same caregivers will meet needs and comfort
 

3) Secure base & Safe Haven behavior  6-24mo
Can explore away from caregiver. Learns to feel safe as  caregiver 
comes and goes

4) Goal-corrected partnership 24-36+ 



Worried about sleep, crying and insecure attachment? 

From Bowlby's ideas, Mary Ainsworth pointed to three attachment patterns: secure 
attachment, avoidant attachment, and resistant attachment. 

We’ve since added newer attachment patterns include  dismissive attachment and 
anxious attachment. 

Those sorts of insecure attachment styles develop over years of attachment trauma. 
Likely not 3-4 nights or even two weeks of sleep training or sleep learning at night and 
followed by responsive attached parenting during at non-sleep times. 



Does CIO Break Attachment? 
I won’t be asking you to do Cry-it-Out or timed check-ins. But….

Even if you did CIO with baby alone- there are multiple studies that have not been 
able to prove that CIO causes attachment difficulties or long term psychological or 
social consequences.

When sociologists you may have read theorize that CIO does cause long term 
damage, they usually refer to studies about children who were neglected- left to 
cry for very long periods of time night and day or suffered similar trauma. This is 
not a good comparison to a family who parents with attachment and meets all of 
baby’s needs during the day and then asks baby to let them sleep at night. 

I don’t feel we have enough studies for my heart to trust, so I avoid CIO if possible.



Attachment and Biological Sleep Support Groups

You can find many attachment sleep groups and biological parenting groups and pages now. I wish 
these groups had existed when I was struggling with sleep as an attachment parent because I didn’t 
have anyone to commiserate with. But I’ve noticed that is the best use of these groups- to 
commiserate with others- and that can be a real human need! 

However, I just can’t read them now. The main challenge have with these groups is that they tell folks 
that contrary to the science, self-soothing does not exist for babies and toddlers, that the only form of 
real soothing is physical soothing from the parent. This doesn’t give babies or our evolution very much 
credit. 

In order to survive this world, survive family and culture, our babies have to be able to adapt. Part of 
that adaptation is to go from co-regulation to eventually some possibility of self-soothing, to keep their 
nervous system regulated when another cannot do that for them. 

And these groups tend to tell folks “There is nothing you can do except keep giving your baby what 
they want all night. Breastfeed and beshare. You must suffer like I did.” even when people say they are 
in a mental health crisis. 



What’s in your future….
Secure Base and Secure Attachment is the goal. Your child will trust that they are safe when you 

leave them to sleep or leave them with another caregiver because your relationship feels good and 

you have proven that you always come back! 

At around 24mo Goal-corrected partnership (GCP) is the co-constructed, dyadic process by which 

parents and children negotiate a balance between children's urges for autonomy and self-assertion 

with parents' needs to protect by providing limits and sensitivity to children's goals





It is hard to show up for our children
 in all of these ways 

if we feel
chronically sleep-deprived or unwell. 


